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Mrs Smith and the Mr Smith are actors. All the other characters are puppets. The 

Worries, Martin and Family and Friends are 2-dimensional flat puppets, made of the 

scanned drawings of  Jacky Gleich.  The Angels are 3-dimensional rod- and hand puppets 

 

Characters in the play: 

 

The teacher Mrs Smith – (MS) 

The inventor Mr Smith – (I) 

 

They play the puppets: 

 

Glittra, Guardian angel of Martin  

Glindra, Guardian angel of Linda 

Watching Grey, Watching Angel  

The Tobacco Brown Responsibility  

The Emerald Green Prudence 

The Rosy Red Contentment 

The Yellow Green Nuisances 

Dark Red Earnest 

 

The Worries 

Martin 

Mama and papa Martin. 

Lotta 

Linda, daughter of Lotta 
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SCENE 1 

 

MUSIC MD1:1 Public Entrance While audience comes in 

Xfade MD2:1 Don 1 Mr Smith enters stage 

MD1:2 Stabat Mater 

Xfade MD2:2   Don 2  

 

SCENE 2 

The Mrs Smith enters stage MUSIC STOPS 

Mrs Smith:   Good Morning! 

 

(Mr Smith sits down ‘properly) 

 

Mr Smith:   Good Morning/Afternoon/Night 

  

Mrs Smith:  My role today is the teacher 

   And my name is:  

Mrs Smith 

writes S M I T H  on the blackboard 

   with a T and an H  

   And this is 

 

Mr Smith: (interupts)  Mister Smith 

 

Mrs Smith:  Right! also with a -   

 

Mr Smith(interupts) I’m the inventor, researcher and investigator here 

I research and study Eternity and all that’s connected to that  

 

Mrs Smith:  The subject today is Angels  

We want to know more about Angels. 

  And especially  the Guardian Angel, that’s what it’s all about today 
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Have you had Angel in school yet??  

No? (surprised) 

 In which grade are you all?  

(conversation with audience) 

In the first lesson about Angels, I always start with this question: 

What does an angel ….no …what does your Angel look like 

Yes, …yes…, (conversation with audience till Mr Smith who just wanted to eat some 

candy  and made a noise with the small candy bag) 

and yes what  kind of great things have you imagined about 

angels?  

(he’s caught in action)     

Mr Smith  I … think Angels are…. nice 

 And sweet !! (offers her a candy at the same time) 

Mrs Smith: (grabs the bag away from him)  

That’s right, Most people think Angels are nice and sweet  

 (eats the last candy and throws away the bag in the waste-basket in a venomous way) 

 

Mr Smith:  I invented a few real Angels myself   MUSIC MD2:3 About Angels 

(gets a puppet) 

Mrs Smith:   Very beautiful, may I?  (without waiting for the answer she gets one)  

A Christmas Angel! 

 

Mr Smith:  The Rosy Red Angel of Contentment.  That’s her place…  

(points out and Mrs Smith places her) 

Good.  

And this  

(shows very proudly the next one)  

is the Emerald Green Angel of Prudence. 

Here you are… 

please  be careful!! 

And here we have 

the Tobacco Brown Angel of Responsibility   
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Mrs Smith:  Very striking, dear 

Very funny, a short-sighted responsibility 

 

Mr Smith: And these are the Yellow Green Nuisances, also known as the 

Angels of Moodiness   

(helps with hanoing them in the set) 

Mrs Smith:  My Goodness, you better avoid these (Fade Out  MD 2:3 fade out 

starts) 

 

Mr Smith:  They  can be  useful….sometimes, you will see  

 

Mrs Smith:  And where are the guardian Angels?  

 

Mr Smith:   They come later…First this… 

 

Mr Smith:  The Watching Angel 

 

Cross to MUSIC MD1:3  Watching Angel starts, change of light 

    There is a special Angel for almost everything 

 

   And up here  

Here they live 

   In Eternity 

Mrs Smith:  Wonderful (to the audience)  Let’s take a look into Eternity….  

 

SCENE 3 

Mr Smith:  Watching Grey sits on his cloud 

Next to the portal to Eternity 

He is dozing a bit   

 In Eternity you don’t notice anything about people 

Not their worries, not what they do, what they think and how they 
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behave.  

You ‘re not aware of what we call:  

time.…. 

 

   Watching Grey has his eyes almost closed  -  

   Is just about to start a dream 

 

 

Mrs Smith: Then he is woken by a loud, ringing, irritating sound - (makes 

ringingsounds)   

  the ringing comes from (makes ringingsounds)  MUSIC MD2:4 

Telephone 

the telephone!  

(Mrs Smith on one ear  the phone, on the other the Responsibility, making 

ringingsounds)    

   

Mr Smith: In Eternity there are no such things as telephones as we know 

them. They have something entirely different there, something 

VERY special, we ordinary people can hardly understand it. It 

works like, it works by means of… 

  

Mrs Smith:  Pick up the phone, dear!!  

 

Mr Smith:  Never mind, the most important thing is, it works  

 

Watching Grey (I):  Hallo!  Eternity here, Watching Gray speaking 

What can I do for you?? 

 

Respons.(MS) Heavenly Powerlesness, Cloud 13, Responsibility is my name 

 

Watching Grey (I): (for himself)  Aha, Responsibilty, uh oh! 
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Respons.(MS): What’s wrong with you? 

Have you decided, that Martin has to join you as soon as 

possible??? 

 

Watching Grey (I): Who…?   Martin?… 

 

Respons. (MS): That’s right!  Martin, Martin is a small boy on Earth. Where for 

Heaven’s Sake is Martin’s Guardian Angel? 

 

Watching Grey (I): Yes… eh…. Something happened then?   

 

Respons. (MS): Something happened? Martin has found the key to the medicine 

cabinet! 

 

Watching Grey (I): Is he sick then? 

 

Respons. (MS): Sick? Yes eh no!! He is nosy. It’s sickening how nosy this boy is, 

morbid ! 

In the medicine cabinet are enough poisonous items to kill a little 

boy at least ten times over!  

 

Watching Grey (I):  Yes..well.. then I’ll just send over his guardian angel… in a while 

(gets into his files) 

 

Respons. (MS): „Just“...„In a while“... ???  What does that mean with you guys over 

there in Eternity ! In a while means NOW !  

Otherwise  Martin will show up at your gate before you know it ! 

Over!  

 (puts phone away) 

MUSIC STOP 

 

Watching Grey(I): Hello? Hmmm.. Hung up… 
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... hmmm... Martin…who actually is reponsible for him…  

(looks in his files) 

   Marcia, Mark ….Martin!  

Born …yes, obvious... lives in hmmm. Passed away …is still blank 

Responsible Guardian Angel  

 

Glittra – Cloud 7 

Well, well  Glittra…! 

 

(sees the empty spot)  The bird has flown the coop! 

 

SCENE 4 

Mrs Smith:  Glittra is not a bird, Glittra is Martin’s Guardian Angel 

(gets Glittra).  

Here we have an original Guardian Angel - ANGELUS  

PROTECTUM - 

Guardian Angels always have a light and soft color. They are 

invisible to people . 

 

 

And here – very important – are the wings, not only for moving 

around in a nice and pretty way, but their wings are also designed 

to keep them on track, to arrive accurately, fast and on time, an 

invaluable quality in a crisis situation. 

ANGELUS PROTECTUM 

   This is Glittra – the Guardian Angel of Martin.  

She was just taking a short break , she thought it was possible, 

while Martin was playing with his new computer game. It looked like 

he would be busy with that for a while, so she could sneak out, slip 

away and rest a little .  
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THUNDER MD1:4 Thunder1 

Watching Grey (I):  (thundersounds) 

Come on, there’s work to be done!! 

Holy Thunder, What’s going on there? 

THUNDER MD2:5 Thunder2 

Glittra (MS):  Glittra here, Cloud 7, I’m coming!!! 

  

Watching Grey: Watching Grey here!  

Martin is in danger, OVER! 

 

Glittra (MS):  Copy that!! Martin is in danger, Glittra 7 is ready for take off  

Heading for Earth and see you later!! ( MUSIC MD1:5 Zerro) (count 

down slowly) 

    9… 

8… 

7… 

6… 

5…. 

4… 

3… 

2… 

1  

Together:  Zero!!!!! 

 

Glittra flies, (as soon as the musiclevel is low, text of Glittra) While Glittra is flying, a 

bucket full of sand is emptied in the table by the Mr Smith. 

Glittra (MS): It’s unfair!  Other Angels can protect children who play obediently 

with their dolls  or who are quietly colouring their colouringbooks or 

those who are laboriously practicing scales on their recorder  

   But with Martin you can never ever take a minutes rest!  

X fade MUSIC MD2:6  Zerro Extend 

Despite the fact that he’s not a baby anymore, whom you have to 
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watch constantly , so that he doesn’t fall or swallow one of his 

constructionblocks.  

His sixth birthday was such a challenge, he celebrated it with so 

much goings-on and fuss that the candles almost set the curtains 

on fire. And a giant blaze could have been developed if I hadn’t 

been there to talk to the flames’ conscience.  

Mr Smith:  And now, Martin is going to eat medicine like candy.  

 

X fade MUSIC MD1:6 Cheers 

 (MS disappears behind blackboard, Mr Smith goes on, comes back while he’s talking) 

Mr Smith:  While Glittra is flying to Martin on Earth,  

I quickly have to explain to you, how it is possible that she will 

arrive there on time, although she took off just a minute ago 

    

Angels use WRINKLES  

 

Wrinkling is a very useful, mathematical invention that Angels can 

utilize in case of an emergency, to go in a very short time, in 

absolutely nothing, so in zero dot zero (draws 0) to any place X (draw 

s X)  

   So for example from Eternity   

To Earth 

 Takes a handful of sand, let it slip through his fingers, MS smoothes it down again 

   Earth!  

 The Earth is ages way from Eternity 

(measures with tape measure the distance earth- eternity, acting very important) 

   Let’s see, we’ve got here 110, here in the front 135,  

that constantly shifts, but even at a distance of 110,  

when you would travel that by plane, before you’ve checked in and 

you have at least to make two stopovers, in order to get fuel and  

provisions  and how is it possible to find all that in the middle of the 

universe….. 
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Mr Smith: And even with a rocket, so many other conditions have to be just 

right, like the weather for instance. On such an important mission  

you can’t count on that.. 

 ( gets Glittra) 

That’s why,  when she in a hurry,  Glittra uses a so-called ‘wrinkle’  

A wrinkle is a miracle thing, through which places and events that 

are far away from each other, get placed right next to each other. 

(excited))  When you learn how to use a wrinkle, (puts Glittra in corner  on  X 

on the paper, makes a fold in the paper, a wrinkle, and Glittra moves to  0)  eternity 

can actually be everywhere ( is getting more and more enthusiastic) 

In reality nothing has changed but in eternity almost no time is 

used, the usage equals zero!!! 

MUSIC stop 
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